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With a local noetherian ring A and with an ideal Z the question may be asked 
whether the rings A and A/Z are simultaneously complete intersections (that means: 
complete intersections in the strict sense, after completion if necessary). Special 
cases are known and the answer is given by means of the corresponding Koszul 
homology, more precisely by means of the A/Z-modules Hi and Hz. When the ring 
A/I is a field, according to E. Assmus the ring A is a complete intersection if and 
only if ZZ2 is equal to the square of ZZ, and when the ring A is regular, according 
to T. Gulliksen the ring A/Z is a complete intersection if and only if Hr is free (see 
[2, Theorem 2.71 and [3, Theorem 6.11). 
Let us consider a system of generators (Y = ((xt, . . . , a,) of the ideal Z (the system 
is not necessarily minimal). Then let us consider 
C&A) and H&,A) 
the corresponding Koszul complex and Koszul homology. In analysing what is pro- 
duced by the adjonction of a useless generator, it is easy to prove that the following 
A/Z-module does not depend on a 
and that the A/Z-module H,(a, A) is given by (Y up to a free direct factor. 
Theorem. Two of the following three properties always imply the last one: 
(a) The ring A is a complete intersection. 
(b) The ring A/Z is a complete intersection. 
(c) The A/Z-module Hz(cr, A)/H, (a, A). H,(a, A) is equal to zero and the A/Z- 
module H,(cr, A) is free. 
Moreover, if the properties are true, then the rank k of this free A/Z-module is 
given by the equality 
k=e-dimA+dimA/Z, 
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where e is the number of elements in the set a. 
Remark. If the ideal I has only one generator cr, the situation is simple 
OIkSl, Ht (a, A) = Ann,_, (a), E&((Y,A)=O. 
In the case of unequal dimension, the property(c) means the following: the element 
a does not divide zero in A. In the case of equal dimension, the property (c) means 
the following: the element a has a mate /3 in A appearing in two equalities 
Ann,(a) =AP and Ann,(p) =Aa. 
Indeed the existence of the element p is equivalent with that of an isomorphism bet- 
ween AnnA and AlAa. 
For proving the theorem a result of commutative homology theory is used (theory 
of cotangent complex: see [l] for the definitions). The result is proved later without 
supposing A local. 
Proposition. With a noetherian ring A, an ideal I given by a system of generators 
a and an A/I-module W, there is a natural exact sequence of A/I-modules 
Tor$“(H,, W) -+ (Hz/H, ‘HI)@,,, W+ 
H3 (A, A/Z, W) 3 Torf “(H,, W) + 0 
where Hi is the A/I-module H,(a, A). 
Corollary. Under the hypothesis of the proposition, the following three properties 
are equivalent: 
(1) The functor H,(A, A/Z, .) 1s equal to zero. 
(2) The module H3(A, A/I, A/M) is equal to zero for every maximal ideal M of 
A. 
(3) The module H2/H,. H, is equal to zero and the module H, is projective over 
A/I. 
This corollary allows a quick proof of the theorem (first part). 
Proof. There is a Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence (see [l, p. 61) 
H,(A, A/M, A/M) -+ H,(A/Z, A/M, A/M) + H,(A, A/I, A/M) 
--) H,(A, A/M, A/M) + H,(A/‘I, A/M, A/M) 
and it is known that A is a complete intersection on the one hand if and only if 
H,(A, A/M, A/M) is equal to zero (see [l, p. 881) and on the other hand if and on- 
ly if H,(A, A/M, A/M) is equal to zero (see [l, p. 2371). Consequently if three 
modules of the exact sequence are equal to zero, then all five are. 0 
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Now we prove the equality of the theorem. 
Proof. With property (c) of the theorem, it is easy to construct the beginning of a 
free resolution of the A-module A/I by means of the Koszul complex C,(a, A), in 
short C*, and by means of l-cycles s,, . . . . sk, the classes of which form a basis of 
the free A/I-module II, (a, A). Let us consider the free A-modules 
F,=C,, &=Cz@zkCo, 
F, =C,, Fs = C, @& C, , 
and let us extend the differential of the Koszul complex as it follows 
d:FI+F,, d(x,Y,,**.,Yk)=b+ CYjsj, 
d:F,-+F,, d(u,~,,...,Uk)=(dU-_ UjASj,dD,,...,dUk). 
Since dC,, is contained in IC,, it is easy to compute for an A/I-module W 
Tor;‘(A/I, W)zC,/(Z, +IC,)Oa,, W, 
Tor$ (A/I, W)= C,/(Z, + IC,)@,,, W 
OKer{H, O,,,, w+(c,~Ic,m,,, w> 
with the product of Torf(A/I, A/I) and of To#(A/I, W) given by the first factor. 
Consequently there is a natural isomorphism (see [l, p. 2031) 
H2(A,A/I, W)zTor$,(A/I, W)/To$(A/I,A/I).Torf(A/I, W) 
=Ker{ff, O,,, W+ (Cl/ICI)@,,, Wl, 
in other words, a natural exact sequence 
o-II,(A,A/Z, W)- Wk’ W-+H,(A,A/I, W)-tO. 
If A is a complete intersection, there is an equality (see [l, exercise 15, p. 2781). 
dimA=rkH,(A,A/M,A/M)-rkH2(A,A/M,A/M) 
(and the corresponding one for the complete intersection A/I). Further there is an 
equality 
e-k=rkH,(A,A/I,A/M)-rkHZ(A,A/I,A/M). 
Consequently the Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence 
o-N,(A,A/I,A/M)-tN,(A,A/M,A/M)-,W,(A/I,A/M,A/M) 
-H,(A,A/I,A/M)-+H,(A,A/M,A/M)pH,(A/I,A/A4,A/M)+O 
gives the final equality of the theorem 
dimA=(e-k)+dimA/I. 0 
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It remains now to prove the proposition dealing with the module 
ZZs (A, A/Z, IV). 
With the A-algebra A/Z, let us consider a simplicial resolution B*, that means a 
simplicial A-algebra B*, free in each degree, with its homology concentrated in 
degree 0 and equal to A/Z. The simplicial A/Z-algebra B*@, A/Z has an in- 
teresting simplicial ideal 
O-Z,-B,@, A/Z+A/Z-tO. 
The simplicial A/Z-module Z,/Zz, free in each degree, is the cotangent complex of 
the A-algebra A/Z 
ZZ&l,A/Z, w)EZZH,[z*/z:@,,, IV]. 
Let us modify slightly this cotangent complex. 
For this purpose let us consider the l-skeleton K, of the simplicial A-algebra B*. 
In the inductive construction of a simplicial resolution (see [l, Chapter 9]), the first 
skeleton is the abutment of the first step, consisting in the introduction of one 
variable of degree 1 for each generator of the system a describing I. One gets B* 
out of K* by the successive introductions of variables of degrees n 2 2. Consequently 
the K,-algebra B, is free in each degree n. Then let us consider the simplicial A/Z- 
algebra B*@,* A/Z, which is free in each degree. It has an interesting simplicial 
ideal given by the following exact sequence 
O-J,-B&,*A/Z+A/Z+O. 
The simplicial A/Z-module J*/& free in each degree, is the modified cotangent 
complex of the A-algebra A/Z. 
Lemma. The modified cotangent complex of the A-algebra A/Z is equal to zero 
in degree 0 and 1 and has the usual homology 
H,(A, A/Z, W)=Hk[J*/J:&, W] 
in degree k L 3. 
Proof. If DM, denotes the simplicial submodule generated by the degeneracies of 
the simplicial module M*, the homology is the same for M, and for M*/DM* (see 
[4, p. 2361). The lemma is then a consequence of the isomorphisms 
(M,/DM& s (N,/DN,), , k 12 
if M* denotes the cotangent complex and N* the modified one. 0 
It is well known that the first skeleton K* is the simplicial equivalent of the Koszul 
complex 
Hk(a,A)rH,[K,], kr0. 
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Furthermore the convergence theorem due to D. Quillen (see [l, p. 1731) gives the 
following connectivity not only for the simplicial ideal of the cotangent complex 
Hk[Iz]~O if ken, 
but further for the simplicial ideal of the modified cotangent complex 
Hk[Jz]=O if k<n. 
The modified cotangent complex is zero in degree 0 and 1 and one can get more con- 
vergence (see [6, Corollary 30, Chapter 71) 
H,JS’j,I(J*/J:)]zO, k<2n. 
In other words, the following result holds 
HJJ~/JWn+‘]zO if k<2n 
and that improves the connectivity in the following way 
Hk[J:]=O if k<2n. 
Lemma. There is a natural isomorphism 
H,(A,A/L W)=H@+O,* WI 
for any A/I-module W. 
Proof. The module Hk [Jf@,,, W] is equal to zero for k<4 (for an elementary 
proof see [l, p. 1991). Consequently there are isomorphisms 
ff3 [&OK* WI =f4 [h-@,~ A/IO,,, WI 
=ff3[J*O,4,, WI OH3 [AN@,,, WI 
=ff3[J*OA,I WI =f&[J*/J:C$,, WI 
which prove this lemma by the preceeding one. 0 
Spectral sequence. Let X, and Y* be two simplicial modules on the simplicial ring 
R* with the condition 
Torp(X,, YJrO, n20 and q2 1. 
Then there are two graded modules on a graded ring 
HX=H,W,l, HY=H,[Y,l, HR = H,[R*] 
which appear in a spectral sequence of the first quadrant (see [5, Theorem 6, $ 6, 
Chapter 21) 
E2 P. 4 = TorF(HX, HY), * H,, [X,0,* Y,]. 
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The degree q is given by the graduation of the ring HR and of its modules HX and 
HY. 
The special case is useful, where R, is equal to K*, where X* is equal to B, and 
where Y, is equal to W (that means W repeated in each degree). Then HR is the 
Koszul homology, further HX is concentrated in degree 0, equal to A/Z, and HY 
is concentrated in degree 0, equal to W. Consequently there is a spectral sequence 
of the first quadrant 
Ep” q=Torp(aSA)(A/Z, W)4 * H,[B,@,* W]. 
It remains to know it better in some degrees. 
Final proof. For n = 3 the spectral sequence gives the exact sequence 
E;,,*Ef,2-‘H3(A,A/Z, W)+E;,,+O 
if the following modules are equal to zero 
Ei,4 for q=2,3 and Ei,, forp=3,4 
and this condition holds: 
Torp(A/Z, W),s (A/Z@,,* W) ~0 if q2 1 
on the one hand and on the other hand 
TorF(A/Z, W),zTorF(A/Z, W)=O if p2 1, 
since Ho is isomorphic to A/Z. The exact sequence of H,-modules 
O-H,+ -+H,+AN+O 
gives the following general isomorphism for p 2 2 
Tor,H*(A/Z, W&s Tar:: 1 (Hz, W)4. 
Consequently there is an isomorphism 
TorF(A/Z, W),=TorF!i(Hi, W) if pr2. 
For p = 1, there is an isomorphism of the same type 
Toe(A/Z, W),s (Hz OH* W)4 if qr 1 
and the following module appears for q = 2 
(Hz/H,.Hi)O/,,I W. 
The above exact sequence is the exact sequence of the proposition 
Tor$“(H,, W) -+ (Hz/H1 ‘HI)@,,, W-t 
H,(A, A/Z, W) + Torf”(H,, W) -+ 0. 
All results are proved now. 0 
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